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Steel – first choice for construction

Sustainable, safe, durable,
lightweight, quality assured, costeffective – it’s no surprise that steel
is the construction sector’s building
material of choice.
Corus has been a dedicated supplier
to the construction industry for many
years, providing a wide range of costeffective, efficient, safe and sustainable
structural solutions for buildings and
other structures of all shapes and sizes,
from multi-storey office blocks to bridges
and airport control towers.
The advantages that steel offers to the
construction sector have long been
recognised by designers and specifiers.
Consequently, over the past 20 years,
steel has increased its market share for
single-storey buildings to in excess of
90 per cent and for multi-storey buildings
to more than 70 per cent.
Health and safety is a key business
driver in construction and there is no
doubt that steel offers an inherently safer
way to build.
Thanks to offsite fabrication, most of the
work is carried out in carefully controlled
and monitored factory conditions,
away from the busy and congested
construction site. There is no need for
the labour-intensive shuttering and
propping activities required for concrete
construction, and the entire steelwork
erection can be carried out quickly and
safely by a small team of highly skilled
professionals.
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Steel is one of the most sustainable and
widely used construction materials in the
world. Its performance does not degrade
over time and it can be multicycled,
capable of being used again and again
without ever losing quality. Steel is never
thrown away or sent to landfill. It can
be kept in continuous use or returned
to the steelworks for recycling into new
components.
Steel gives architects the freedom
to achieve their most ambitious
visions. Structural steel is an essential
component of most stadia, shopping
centres and commercial developments;
steel cladding systems adorn iconic,
landmark structures worldwide.
Building owners value the flexibility of
steel buildings, and the value benefits
they provide, such as the light, open,
airy spaces that can be created, making
it ideal for modernisation, reconfiguring,
extending or adapting with minimal
disruption, and without costly and
sometimes harmful demolition and
redevelopment.
Even without these benefits, steel is
often the first choice on the basis of cost
alone. But when all of steel’s advantages
are considered, it’s no surprise that
steel has become the construction
material of choice for the sustainable,
user-friendly and versatile buildings of
the 21st century.

Manchester Civil Justice Centre.

Steel – first choice
for construction
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Safety

Safety
Offsite fabrication of components and rapid on site
assembly by skilled personnel make steel an inherently
safe construction material. Industry surveys consistently
demonstrate that steel is the safest material choice.
Steel is delivered to site and erected
by a small number of skilled personnel,
with no requirement for the wasteful
and time-consuming shuttering or
other materials-handling operations
associated with concrete construction.
Erected by skilled specialists
Steelwork contractors are highly skilled
specialists, trained in a single discipline.
They must hold industry recognised
qualifications in the design, fabrication
and erection of steel-framed structures.
That means the steel elements are
quickly and accurately assembled
on site following proven, reliable and
safe techniques. What’s more, unlike
concrete, steel frames are full strength
as soon as they are completed, enabling
stairs to be fitted and providing safe
access to the structure for other
trades straight away. Steel decking for
composite slabs also provides a safe
platform after installation, as well as
protection to lower storeys.
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Rapid, waste-free assembly
All steel structural elements can be very
precisely fabricated to tight tolerances
before delivery to site, facilitating rapid
and waste-free assembly. From the
very beginning, specialist designers
work with the construction team to
ensure that the steel frame design can
be manufactured and erected safely.
Erection procedures can be planned in
detail using 3D models and, for the most
complex structures, trial assemblies
can be staged to ensure everyone
understands the required procedure.

Offsite fabrication for precision parts
Fabrication of the individual steel
elements takes place offsite under
controlled, highly regulated and safe
factory conditions where the use of
leading edge fabrication systems
delivers precision-engineered
components. With so much work carried
out offsite, the on site construction
programme is reduced and the build
programme is relatively unaffected
by adverse weather conditions.
Furthermore, steel components can
be pre-assembled or fabricated into
modules either offsite or at low level,
which reduces the need for working at
height. Steel can be delivered to site as
and when it is required, reducing the
need for potentially hazardous on site
storage.

Case study:
Watermark Place,
London
The choice of pre-fabricated structural
steelwork proved the key to a safe, rapid and
waste-free build for the £175m Watermark
Place office development beside the River
Thames. With little space for storage on this
congested site in the City of London, carefully
planned just-in-time deliveries were essential
to the smooth assembly of the 11-storey
structure, eliminating the risks associated with
materials stored on site.
The 7,500-tonne steel frame comprised
individual beams and columns, which
were easy to deliver and arrived ready for
immediate installation. However, a massive
two-storey high truss was pre-assembled
in sections offsite to minimise tricky and
potentially hazardous on site welding
operations. As a result, this immense
structural support was quickly and safely
assembled by experienced professionals upon
delivery to site.

The safety case
• SiSC - To help small to medium
sized steelwork contractors a health
and safety advisory service called
Safety in Steel Construction (SiSC)
has been launched, giving access
to direct and regular monitoring and
advice.
• The BCSA introduced the Safe
Site Handover Certificate (SSHC)
which was supported by the HSE’s
concerns regarding on site safety,
many arising as a result of the
parties involved not being aware of
the importance of proper access
for trailers, safe areas for turning
and unloading, etc. The SSHC
has improved communication
between all parties involved and
acts as a monitoring aid during
the programme of works, covering
site conditions and steel erection,
ensuring that site risks are
minimised.

• The Steel Construction Certification
Scheme is UKAS accredited,
offering management systems
certification services specifically
tailored for the steel industry. A
wide range of audits are already
carried out on quality, environmental
and safety management systems.
In readiness for the start of CE
Marking, audits will also be
undertaken on factory production
control and welding quality
management systems.

• When selecting steelwork
contractors for tender lists there
is no easier way of prequalifying
companies than using the
membership list of the British
Constructional Steelwork
Association, or The Register of
Qualified Steelwork Contractors
Scheme for Bridgeworks
(RQSC). With over 130 steelwork
contractors on them, the lists
can be used to select a steelwork
contractor who has the special
skills to suit your project.
BCSA’s experienced professional
assessors visit all companies to
assess their capabilities in 14
categories of building steelwork
and 8 subcategories of bridge
construction. From that profile it
is possible to match the tender
list to the particular demands of
a particular project. The lists also
classify companies by suggesting a
maximum contract value that they
should handle.
Visit www.steelconstruction.org
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Vibration and acoustics

Vibration and acoustics
Steel-framed buildings have a track record of
meeting strict vibration and acoustic performance
criteria for the most demanding applications.

Vibration performance
For most normal office buildings,
straightforward steel construction will
meet the required vibration performance
criteria without modification. For more
vibration sensitive applications, such
as hospital operating theatre floors,
steel’s advantages can be captured
with additional stiffening applied to the
steel frame if required. Even with these
additions, steel remains the most costeffective and lightweight solution.
Long span applications, for which steel
is the only option, have been found
to offer excellent vibration damping,
despite common preconceptions.
The greater mass of the long span
sections which participate in any motion
reduces the magnitude of the vibration
response. The steel sector has extensive
experience in designing steel structures
to ensure compliance with even the
strictest vibration performance criteria.

Acoustic performance
Steel-framed buildings can comfortably
satisfy the acoustic performance
requirements for residential buildings,
as set out in Part E of the Building
Regulations. As with any framing
material, including concrete, careful
detailing is needed for floor finishes,
walls, service penetrations and flanking.
Robust Details are available for all of
these elements, providing proven and
reliable acoustic performance. Details
are available for:
•
•
•
•

For external walls, where both acoustic
and thermal insulation must be
provided, infill steel-framed construction
is the perfect solution. Insulation is
provided within the frame, giving
excellent thermal properties. In addition,
infill solutions provide a robust wall with
no gaps between the wall and main
structure, which can be a problem with
blockwork walls.

Light steel framing systems,
including infill walls
Slimdek
Composite floors
Steel columns in blockwork walls

New Birmingham Acute and
Adult Psychiatric Hospitals

High performance
for the health sector
The National Health Service (NHS) in the UK
demands some of the world’s most exacting
vibration standards for its operating theatre floors.
Detailed studies have shown that steel-framed
buildings provide floors with vibration performance
that meets or exceeds these stringent specifications,
while still achieving the cost and flexibility criteria
essential for the UK’s healthcare investment
programmes.
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Case study:
Zero4, Plymouth
Zero4 is a large residential and commercial development
forming part of the redevelopment of Plymouth city centre.
The 10-storey building comprises bars, restaurants and
shops on the ground floor, a basement car park, and
120 one to three-bedroom apartments on the floors above.
The development is a steel-framed structure with a Slimdek
flooring system which was selected to allow flexibility of
layout to accommodate the different size apartments.
The acoustic performance of the floors in this prestigious
city centre development exceeded Building Regulations
requirements by 10dB for airborne sound and by an
average of 19dB for impact sound.
The Slimdek solution also offered a fast construction
programme, necessary for the city centre site, and
minimum floor-to-floor heights.

The vibration and acoustics case
Vibrations
• Steel solutions are successful in vibration sensitive
applications, such as operating theatres in hospitals.
• The steel sector has extensive experience in the
design of steel structures that comply with the strictest
vibration criteria.
• Comprehensive detailed guidance is readily available.
• Guidance produced is calibrated against on site tests,
of different types of floor and compared against varying
acceptability criteria.
• Long span solutions can be even more appropriate than
shorter span layouts.

Acoustics
• Reliable details are available for floors, walls and
flanking connections. Some are Robust Details while
others have been developed by materials suppliers and
will achieve the required standard when tested on site.
• As more details are tested, and their performance
validated, up-to-date advice should be sought on the
latest detailing requirements.
• Infill steel-framed construction provides acoustic and
thermal insulation on external walls.
• Robust Details are available for light steel framing
systems (including infill walls), Slimdek, composite
floors, steel columns in blockwork walls.
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Sustainability

Sustainability
Steel is the leading construction material for
sustainability, offering exceptional environmental, social
and economic benefits. The balance between the three
elements sees steel deliver a sound sustainability case,
achieving the triple bottom line.

Environmental
Steel can be recycled endlessly with
no detriment to its properties. When a
steel-framed building is demolished,
its components can be reused or
returned to the steelmaking process to
create brand new components. In the
UK, 94 per cent of steel construction
components are reused or recycled
in this way. Globally, recycled content
accounts for 50 per cent of the steel in
use.
Because steel structures are significantly
lighter than concrete equivalents, they
require less extensive foundations,
which reduces the environmental impact
of the build. If steel pile foundations
are used, these can be extracted and
recycled or reused at the end of a
building’s life, leaving no waste material
on site.
The environmental impact of steelbased construction is minimised by the
relatively short building programme,
minimal site deliveries and the dry,
dust-free and comparatively quiet
construction process.
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Social
Factory based steelmaking and
fabrication supports a stable local
workforce, benefiting family life and
building stable communities.
Offsite fabrication of structural
steelwork is one of the safest forms
of construction, promoting risk free
working practices and allowing
investment in developing the skills of
the workforce.

Commitment
to Sustainability

Economic
Fabrication in controlled factory
conditions results in high quality, defect
free components that produce very little
waste during the construction process.
Furthermore, steel structures are durable
and require little maintenance, extracting
maximum value from the resources
invested in the structure and minimising
its whole-life costs.
Long span steel sections enable large
open plan, column free spaces to be
created inside buildings, providing
flexible areas that can be set out in
an endless variety of configurations.
Such ‘future-proofing’ means that the
building’s use can be changed and the
layout adapted many times – extending
the lifetime of the structure.

The British Constructional
Steelwork Association (BCSA) has
developed a Sustainability Charter
for its Members, which sets out a
series of sustainable development
objectives. Steelwork contractors
who sign up to the Charter agree to
their sustainability credentials being
assessed and monitored. Members
are assessed and can achieve Gold,
Silver or Member Charter status.

Case study:
Vulcan House,
Sheffield

The sustainability
case
• Steel is multicycled, which means it
can be recycled repeatedly without
loss of properties.
• In the UK 94 per cent of steel
construction components are
reused or recycled.
• Steel solutions provide flexible
clear span spaces that future-proof
a building, offering an increased
lifetime.
• Steel structures are durable and
can be readily adapted, improving
their economic viability as they can
easily be updated or modernised.
• Steel-framed structures are lighter
than concrete alternatives. This
demands less foundations and
offers considerable environmental
benefits.
• Offsite manufactured steel results
in fewer site deliveries as well as
resulting in construction that is dry,
dust-free and relatively quiet which
all give significant environmental
benefits.
• Factory based working
supports a stable workforce
and community as opposed to
travelling long distances to work,
avoiding working on congested
construction sites.

A new state-of-the-art, steel-framed office building constructed for the UK
Border Agency (UKBA) in Sheffield has achieved a BREEAM ‘Excellent’ rating –
making it one of the country’s greenest buildings.
Vulcan House is well insulated, airtight and designed to minimise solar gain.
Steel was the material of choice for the structure’s frame, largely for its speed of
construction. The entire 980 tonnes of structural steelwork was erected in just
ten weeks, allowing other trades to get started immediately. Steel also offered
low construction noise and a ‘clean’ form of construction, as well as savings in
foundation costs due to the low self-weight of the structure compared with a
concrete alternative.
The sustainable construction programme stipulated that all materials were prefabricated – making steel the obvious choice – and delivered to site with minimal
packaging. The UKBA wanted a flexible column free plan, which was achieved
using 15m long cellular steel beams, maintaining industry standard floor-to-floor
heights and incorporating all services.

• Offsite results in high quality, low
defect construction with minimal
waste.
• All steel construction products are
pre-engineered, so site activity is
safe, fast and predictable.
• The BCSA has introduced a carbon
footprinting tool so its Members
can accurately assess the carbon
footprint of all their operations.
• Steel has a higher embodied
carbon value per tonne than
concrete, but a tonne of steel goes
a lot further so steel structures
generally have a lower carbon
footprint than concrete ones.
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Fire performance

Fire performance
The response of steel structures to fire is well
understood, and rigorous best-practice structural fire
engineering design guidance is available.

Unrivalled understanding
of steel in fire
Full scale testing of complete
steel structures, not just individual
components, has furnished the industry
with an unrivalled understanding of
the response of steel buildings to fire.
This has enabled advanced design and
analysis techniques to be developed
that allow very precise specification
of the fire protection requirements of
steel-framed buildings, often resulting in
significant reductions in the amount of
protection required. By comparison, very
little is known about the performance of
concrete structures in fire.

Efficiently engineered
for fire resistance
In many cases, it is possible to
design structural steelwork requiring a
30-minute fire resistance without using
any fire protection. Simple, efficient
and cost-effective methods are also
available for the analysis of composite
steel decking, which can lead to the
elimination of fire protection on most
secondary beams. The Corus Slimdek
pre-engineered flooring system can even
be designed to achieve a 60-minute
fire resistance without additional fire
protection.
Quality assurance
Corus is an associate member of the
Association for Specialist Fire Protection
(ASFP). The association requires all
members to conform to a Code of
Practice and contractors to hold thirdparty accreditation. Contractors must
be accredited by FIRAS, the certification
scheme for installers and applicators
of passive protection products.
Certification involves an assessment of
the company, competence assessment
of the site workforce and regular,
random inspections of work.

Fire protection innovations

Photo courtesy of Leighs Paints

The performance of steel components
and steel structures in fire has been
researched more extensively than any
other building material. The steel sector
has invested decades of research
into understanding the behaviour of
structural steel components in fire giving designers the confidence to
engineer buildings safely in steel.

The UK has an effective fire
protection industry. The presence of
a large number of manufacturers and
applicators ensures that the industry is
innovative and efficient.
Intumescent coatings are now the most
popular form of fire protection in the UK,
where a successful offsite application
sector has been developed.
Offsite application of the coatings offers
considerable benefits, including:
• Reduced construction times
• Improved site safety
• Speedier access for follow-on trades
on site
• Improved quality control
• Reduced weather sensitivity
Most long span and cellular construction
now uses the offsite coating application
process.
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Large commercial projects usually apply intumescent coatings offsite.

The fire performance case
• Thanks to thorough testing, more is
known about the behaviour of steel
in fire than any other construction
material.
• The UK has an active, competitive
and cost-efficient market for
structural fire protection, which
minimises these costs in steel
construction and makes a major
contribution to the cost advantages
of steel compared to other
materials.
• The UK is home to many of the
world’s leading fire engineers. The
knowledge they have gained from
steel industry fire tests allows
them to offer more cost-effective
solutions than those available using
prescriptive requirements.

• The knowledge gained from
steel industry fire tests has
helped develop simple design
methodologies for buildings using
composite metal deck construction,
which allow many of the secondary
beams to be left unprotected.
• Offsite applied fire protection using
intumescent coatings, a process
which reduces construction time
and takes fire protection off the
critical path, has been developed
in the UK. Current estimates are
that up to 20 per cent of all nonresidential multi-storey construction
in the UK is fire protected in this
way.

• Structural fire safety, considered at
an early stage, gives huge scope to
adopt a design solution which has
increased inherent fire resistance.
• Specifiers can be confident that
a steel structure will behave as
designed in fire.
• A new standard for determining
fire resistance periods for building
frames is now available. BS 9999
adopts a risk-based approach to
fire and this can often reduce fire
resistance requirements. Many
buildings now require only a
30-minute fire resistance which can
often be achieved without added
protection.
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Quality

Quality
Steel offers consistently high quality standards, precision
products and guaranteed strength and durability in the
most challenging environments.

If you’re looking for quality assurance,
structural steelwork delivers complete
certainty, every time.
Steel is produced to the most
exacting specifications under highly
controlled conditions, eliminating the
risks of on site variability. Rigorous
quality assurance processes give full
traceability at all stages in the supply
chain, from steelmaking through
fabrication to erection on site.
To help customers choose the highest
quality contractors, all BCSA Members
are assessed each year and categorised
according to their technical and financial
capabilities.

Precision-engineered products
The manufacturing process for steel
components is driven by advanced 3D
modelling and numerically controlled
fabrication machinery, resulting in
high accuracy offsite and delivering
a precision-engineered product.
Because of the accuracy of individual
components, steelwork is erected to
tight tolerances on site.
For particularly demanding fabrications,
trial assemblies can be arranged
to ensure the on site erection runs
smoothly. This approach was used by
BAA for the construction of Heathrow’s
Terminal 5.

Strong, ductile and durable
Unlike concrete, erected steelwork does
not shrink or creep. Steel is also highly
durable. Steel piles extracted from an
area with a high water table have been
found to be fit for reuse after more
than 100 years in the ground. Steel is
strong and ductile too, making it highly
resistant to accidental damage. If any
damage does occur, it can easily be
repaired by cutting, welding or bolting
to restore its full strength.
Steelwork erection on site is not
restricted by weather conditions, other
than high winds, and can continue
year round, with no need for special
protection measures in winter.

The quality case
• Steel delivers a quality assured
product that is fully tested and
certified before arrival on site,
unlike concrete whose test results
are only known days or even weeks
after it is placed.
• All structural steel from Corus is
CE Marked, giving assurance that
the material is compliant with the
Construction Products Directive.

• Offsite manufacture under closely
controlled factory conditions
gives greater accuracy with less
variability.
• The quality assured fabrication
process is driven by 3D modelling
and numerically controlled
fabrication machinery which
results in high accuracy of offsite
manufactured steelwork.
• Erected steelwork never gives rise
to problems like creep or shrinkage.
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• Steel is durable, with proven
protection systems available where
necessary.
• Steel is strong and ductile, making
it highly resistant to accidental
damage and can easily be modified
or restored to its full strength if
changes are needed when erection
is under way.
• Steelwork erection is not restricted
by weather conditions, other
than high winds, with no special
protection measures required in the
winter.

Investment in quality
Corus has a long track record of
investment in its manufacturing
processes to ensure it always delivers
a high quality product. A continuous
investment programme has delivered
enhancements that significantly
strengthen our capabilities in the
structural sections, rail and wire rod
markets. As well as helping to improve
product quality and customer service,
this investment means structural
sections are now produced to the same
demanding standards as high speed rail
track.

Pioneering
CE Marked
components

Heathrow Air Traffic Control Tower

Corus was also the first steelmaker in
the world to gain approval to CE Mark
its structural sections and plates. The
Corus Advance sections range offers
certainty that steel is of proven quality
and fit for purpose. The Advance
range was also the world’s first to be
accredited under the onerous Lloyds
Register materials quality scheme,
and is one of the few section ranges
manufactured outside Japan to carry
approvals from the Japanese Institute
for Standardisation.

photo © Matt Kunz/iStock

All structural steel from Corus is CE
Marked, providing the assurance that
it complies with the Construction
Products Directive (CPD). Steelwork
is fully tested and certified before
it arrives on site. Test results for
concrete, by comparison, are only
known days or weeks after it is
poured.
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Economics

Economics
Independent studies consistently show that steel is the
most cost-effective framing solution for multi-storey
construction in the UK market.
Take a load off your foundations
Cost savings in steel buildings start
at the foundations, where the loads
imposed by a steel frame are up to
50 per cent less than those of a
concrete alternative. That means
foundations can be much smaller
and therefore cost considerably less.
Foundations are a major component
of overall building costs, so lighter
foundation loads can have a big impact
on costs.

Speed of construction
Steel structures can be erected speedily,
delivering time savings in the build
programme compared to a concrete
frame. In fact, speed of erection is often
one of the main criteria for selecting
steel.
The predictability and accuracy of steel
components speeds up the process and
allows follow-on trades to get to work
sooner.
A faster build means a faster return
on investment through sale or rental
income, or productive use of the
building.

The economic case
• Lighter foundation loads are
made possible by steel frames,
contributing to lower overall costs,
smaller foundations and time
related savings.
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• In inflation adjusted terms steel
has fallen in price since 1980 and is
cheaper than it was 15 years ago.
• A competitive tender list allows
selection of steelwork contractors
with the special skills to suit your
project, giving assured value.

• The steel sector is highly
competitive with many companies
able to successfully undertake
projects, offering assured value.
• Site construction programmes
are rarely dependent on weather
conditions, giving more certainty in
structure cost.

Long internal spans at Vulcan House, Sheffield.

Cost savings in a competitive market
In inflation adjusted terms steel has
fallen in price since 1980 and is
cheaper than it was 15 years ago.
Huge productivity advances have also
been achieved throughout the steel
supply chain and the cost saving
benefits shared with customers. One
of the best guarantees of a competitive
price is the large number of steelwork
contractors that can tender for
projects. A competitive sector ensures
that customers get value for money.
There are some 130 audited steelwork
contractor members of the British
Constructional Steelwork Association
(BCSA), all of which deliver high quality
projects that consistently delight their
clients.

Long-life durability
Steel-framed structures are highly
durable and do not age or decay as
quickly as other construction materials,
lasting longer before refurbishment is
required.

• Steel construction is highly
efficient. Steel structures are fast
to construct, giving time related
savings of up to three per cent of
overall building cost, compared to a
concrete frame.

• Steel buildings are adaptable and
flexible, the internal column free
spaces allowing changes to be
made more easily.

• Steel is durable.

Buildings that can be easily adapted,
avoid costly and environmentally harmful
demolition and redevelopment.

Flexibility for changing times
Steel-framed buildings are among the
most adaptable and flexible assets a
business can invest in. The large column
free spaces created by long span steel
sections mean that buildings can be
constantly adapted to cope with the
changing requirements of its occupants.
Building interiors can be easily and
economically adapted, avoiding the high
costs of redevelopment or demolition.

Steel’s inherent adaptability and flexibility
also means that future changes or
extensions – even vertically – can be
carried out with minimal disruption and
cost.

• Lean manufacture within an
integrated supply chain gives a
more predictable construction
programme, and earliest possible
return on investment.

• Slender columns and long spans
maximise the amount of available
floor space.
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Supply chain

Supply chain
Close collaboration in steel supply chains delivers
best value, best practice and assured quality to the
construction sector – worldwide.
The UK steel sector has long
established, world-class integrated
supply chains that have a remarkable
track record of delivering best value to
the construction sector. The relationships
between Corus, steel stockists, bolt and
paint manufacturers, software suppliers,
machinery suppliers, steel erection
contractors and many others are well
established, reliable and independent of
any specific project.

Support from industry leaders
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Collaboration drives innovation
All members in the steel supply chain
work collaboratively together. Interaction
between steelwork contractors and
professional colleagues is fostered
by the nature of steel construction,
which promotes collaborative design.
Computer modelling is easily shared
between contractors, engineers,
architects and designers.

The steel sector is supported by
three principal industry bodies –
Corus, the British Constructional
Steelwork Association (BCSA)
and research organisation the
Steel Construction Institute
(SCI). Together, they build links
throughout the supply chain
via component and systems
manufacturers, design consultants
and academics. Internationally,
networks of similar organisations
ensure that best practice is
maintained, developed and shared
worldwide.

Such close collaboration leads to
innovation, as evidenced by the wide
range of market leading systems,
products and working methods that have
been developed. Improvements in health
and safety, productivity and sustainability
have been achieved by new innovations,
including highly optimised cellular
beams and plate girders, pre-fixed
edge protection, water-based protective
systems and deep decking assembly
and erection techniques.

Quality assured at every stage
Quality assurance runs throughout the
constructional steel supply chain. Steel
sections are manufactured, tested and
certified to national and international
standards and are delivered with
inspection certificates to guarantee
their provenance. All Corus structural
steel sections are CE Marked to assure
customers of compliance with the
Construction Products Directive (CPD).

Research enhances best practice
The steel supply chain is committed
to developing more efficient ways of
working together, backed by extensive
investment in research and development.
The results of this investment can be
seen in the wide range of detailed
reports published on everything from
the performance of steel in fire to the
acoustic and vibration performance of
buildings. Guidance on these and all
other technical issues is provided free to
designers.

The supply chain case
• The UK steel sector has worldclass, long established integrated
supply chains.
• An extensive choice of steelwork
contractors ensures a competitive
tender list.
• Many steelwork contractors hold
third party QA certification via the
SCCS or other schemes managed
by BSI or Lloyds Register.

• UK steelwork contractors are
represented by the BCSA through
regular updates on codes,
standards, health and safety,
contractual issues, etc.
• Structural steelwork has enjoyed
substantial support from Corus
through technical developments in
acoustics, fire engineering, plastic
design and composite construction.

• Close collaborative working has
helped develop systems, products
and methods to improve productivity, health and safety and reduce
environmental impact. Some
examples include cellular beams,
pre-fixed edge protection, deep
decking assembly and erection and
water-based protective systems.
• The steel sector is supported by
three main bodies - Corus, the
BCSA and SCI.
19

Adaptability/Flexibility
Sector
support

Sector support
The UK steel sector provides an unparalleled level of
coordinated support, advice and guidance to specifiers,
designers and clients.
The steel sector undertakes extensive
research and development into the
properties of steel and how it can best
be designed, fabricated and erected.
No other construction material has
enjoyed such a sustained track record of
major investment in technical research
and development. What’s more, the
sector works hard to ensure that the
knowledge gained from this research
is disseminated as widely as possible
throughout the construction community.
Technical support from the specialists
Coordinated and comprehensive
support is provided free of charge to
specifiers, clients and designers. Corus
operates a local network of Regional
Technical Managers, supported by a
dedicated design team, who provide
expert advice on the design and
construction of buildings and bridges,
as well as on structural fire engineering,
durability and sustainability.

An extensive range of support
material is available, including design
guides covering all aspects of steel
construction. Significant resources
have been committed by the sector to
prepare design guidance, training aids
and web-based learning packages to
ensure that structural engineers have all
the information they need to design to
Eurocode standards.
Advances in academia
The steel sector maintains close
relationships with universities and other
educational and research institutions in
the UK, supplying extensive teaching
resources. It also provides bursaries,
arranges annual undergraduate
design competitions for architects and
engineers and sponsors university
academic posts.

Customised training courses
Technical courses and seminars are
arranged by Corus, the BCSA and SCI.
The ‘Framed in Steel’ and ‘Steel: the
Show’ series, offered by Corus, are
free of charge and are a popular way
of keeping up-to-date with the latest
design and construction techniques.
Continuing Professional Development
(CPD) courses can be customised to fit
individual company’s objectives, with
in-house training available.

Technical support at your fingertips
Support is available through the Corus telephone hotline
and from technical experts at the British Constructional
Steelwork Association (BCSA) and the Steel Construction
Institute (SCI):
Corus Hotline: 01724 405060
BCSA: 020 7839 8566
SCI: 01344 636555
Many technical resources, including design guides and
software, are available online at:
www.steelbiz.org
www.corusconstruction.com
www.steelconstruction.org
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Other useful sites include:
www.new-steel-construction.com
(NSC’s searchable project feature archive)
www.steel-sci.org
(SCI News)
www.sustainablesteel.co.uk
www.steelcal.org
(Computer aided learning)
www.architecturalresources.info
(Basic information on construction)
www.access-steel.com
(Technical support for Eurocodes)
www.steelessentials.info

Track record
of innovation
The sector has an enviable track
record of substantial investment in
technical innovation, including the
development of:
• Long span solutions to create
highly valued column free spaces.
• Cellular and fabricated beams
with web openings.
• Asymmetric beams.
• Shallow floor solutions.
• Deep decking for composite
construction.
• Wind-moment frame design
methods.
• Standard connections.
• Structural fire engineering.
• Floor dynamics.
• Acoustics.
• Thermal mass.

The sector support case
• The steel sector provides the
most comprehensive and in-depth
technical support and guidance.

• A comprehensive range of design
guides covering all aspects of steel
construction is freely available.

• Extensive research and
development investment underpins
the focus on innovation.

• Industry’s needs are channelled
through a series of sector
committees covering key
construction issues. Current
committees include process and
technical issues, connections,
sustainability, steel bridge group,
steel piling group, fire performance,
health and safety, fasteners,
commercial and contracts.

• Examples of technical innovation
and development include long
span solutions, cellular beams,
asymmetric beams, shallow
floor solutions, deep decking
and composite construction, fire
engineering, acoustics and thermal
mass.

• An extensive programme of popular
technical courses and seminars are
provided by Corus, the BCSA and
the SCI, covering issues such as
CE Marking, Responsible Welding,
Composite Design and preparation
for Eurocodes.
• Close links with education
establishments are maintained.
University research is supported
wherever possible, including the
disbursement of bursary funding.
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Structural solutions

Structural solutions
Steel structures deliver large column free floor spaces,
slim floor depths and a lightweight frame for minimal
foundation loads.
Steel-framed structures offer the
benefits most prized by designers and
building owners, enabling large column
free floor areas to be created along with
minimum floor construction depths.
Steel-framed buildings also require
smaller foundations than concrete
alternatives and can be erected in a
fraction of the time.
Discreet supports – slim floors
The columns supporting steel-framed
buildings are relatively small and can
be easily hidden within the width of
partitions. Composite floor slabs deliver
significant advantages, enabling shallow
floor depths to be achieved. Up to
400m² of composite floor decking can
be installed by a single team in one
day, with no requirement for extensive
shuttering, propping, on site storage of
materials and time-consuming striking
of shuttering associated with concrete
construction.
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Simplicity and adaptability
Steel-framed buildings provide safe
working areas for other members of
the build team and follow-on trades
during the construction process. The
fixing arrangements for services and
ceilings are straightforward too, and
simple connections to decking provide
the flexibility to install new service
arrangements during a building’s
lifetime.
Integrated services
In many modern commercial buildings
there is a need to incorporate airconditioning ducts and extensive wiring
for IT equipment within the floor depth
using false floors and ceilings. Steelframed buildings are the ideal, costeffective solution in these situations,
since services can be integrated within
the supporting steelwork. Steel can
provide several long span solutions,
all incorporating integrated services.
Where service integration is not a factor,
steel floors as shallow as 200mm can
be supplied, using Slimflor or bespoke
fabricated floor beams.

Future-proofing
Choosing a steel frame is a good way
to ensure a long life for your building.
Steel is durable and easily adaptable,
particularly in comparison to the
inflexibility of concrete structures.
Steel-framed structures provide ‘futureproofing’ against changing service
requirements, changes in technology
or in building use. Over-provision of
perforations in beam webs facilitates
this future flexibility, allowing entirely
new service arrangements to be
accommodated within the structural
steelwork.

Case study:
DS3, Canary
Wharf, London
Two 16-storey office blocks known
as DS3 East and West have risen up
among the gleaming steel and glass
edifices of London’s Canary Wharf. Both
buildings share a sub-structure and slab
and are built around five cores. Located
on either side of a central courtyard,
with a 14-storey high atrium attached
to the West Tower creating a stunning
backdrop, both structures are steel
framed from the ground up.
Primary steelwork comprises sections
from the Corus Advance range, with
more than 1,600 tonnes of Advance
610x178 UKB used throughout the
structure. The beams specified were
lighter than previously available
alternatives, and delivered a significant
weight saving over the entire structure.
The fabrication of steelwork to tight
tolerances enabled floors to be erected
at the rate of one per week.
The atrium posed the biggest steelwork
challenge, with its column-free 14-storey
high void spanned by 25m long beams.
The façade is glass clad and slopes
from the ground floor level up to
level five. Designing the steelwork for
this complex feature benefited from
close collaboration with the cladding
contractor and precision fabrication.

The structural solutions case
• The many benefits offered by steelframed structures and appreciated
by designers include speed of
construction, no need for shuttering
and propping, safer working areas,
simple fixing arrangements and
lighter construction than solid slabs
with savings in foundations.
• Steel allows large column free floor
areas to be created along with
minimum floor construction depths.
• Steel frames are readily
adaptable, making major changes
straightforward.

• Steel frames can be supported
by slender columns. The
Advance range of columns from
Corus contains sizes that offer
increased capacity when external
dimensions need to be minimised.
When acoustic performance is a
consideration Advance columns
can be easily contained within the
width of partitions.
• The flexibility offered by simple
connections to decking profiles
creates the scope to install new
service arrangements easily.

• Over-provision for services with
perforations in beam webs ensures
future flexibility.
• The need for highly serviced floors
for IT and air-conditioning services
means false ceilings and floors
are common requirements. In
these instances steel is the ideal
cost- effective solution as services
can be integrated with supporting
steelwork.
• A wide range of flooring systems is
available.
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